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Hi!! I’m Anna
● Sophomore from Cary
● CS BA & Business
● Interned @ Cisco this summer 
● Hobbies: golfing, reading, 

hiking, TV
● Me as a dog: 



It’s Jules Perkins! Hello!
● Junior from Chapel Hill
● CS BS major, cognitive 

science & ad minors
● Interned at Microsoft 

this past summer
● Hiking! Travel! Rock 

climbing! Guitar!

Callie

Otis



My name is San! Nice to meet you!
● I’m a Junior! 
● CS BS Major!
● My hobbies include 

reading, working 
out, and doing 
nerd things like 
D&D!

me 



If you have questions...
Feel free to interrupt any of us or call one of 
us over if we are doing a practice problem!

If you’re shy, submit a question at: 

Pollev.com/sanbae278 



OVerview
★ data types

★ variables (initialization declaration reassignment accessing)

★ let & keywords / english translation

🔥 hot date 🔥 & check-in on course.care

★ expressions & statements

★ course policies

★ sneak peek @ next time

★ q & a

Slides accessible at: 
http://bit.ly/110rs0

http://bit.ly/110rs0


Data types with san!
Every value in Typescript has a type!

Typescript has three (3) primitive data types:

1. number
2. string
3. boolean

~<
3



number
The number type in 
Typescript is literally 
numbers (integer or 
decimal)!

Examples: 110, 2.71828, 
etc!

Number Operators 
(PEMDAS)



string
Strings are textual data!

Pro tip to identifying if something is a 
string is by checking if they are 
enclosed by “”. 

Examples:  “ABC!”  “comp110”  “zZz1!”



Concatenation
“I like” + “ comp!” “I like comp!”

“100” + 10  “10010”

Notes: 

● Numbers in quotations are strings! 
● String + number results in string! They get squashed 

together. 
● Spaces are included! Keep an eye out for them :)



boolean
True or False

yeet

Get it… cuz “boo”-lean heh heh



Variables!
● Allow you to store, load, and change values in memory
● ALL VARIABLES

○ Specific name
○ Hold a value of a specific data type



Variables!--declaration and initialization  
Declaration

let <name>: <type>

Initialization

<name> = <value>



Variables!--declaration + initialization + Type inference
Both! 

let <name>: <type> = <value>

Type Inference!

let <name>= <value>



Variables!--access/reassign
● Access a variable by name

● Reassign a variable’s value using its name and 
the assignment operator



Keywords
● “let” - create a new variable

Memory
dreamDog

“______”



Keywords
“The identifier cutestDog shall 
refer to a string value stored in 
memory”

“Let cutestDog be a string variable 
that is assigned the string ‘pug’”

***ASSIGNMENT IS NOT EQUALITY***
“Equals to” -- WRONG



Go to Course.Care and check in using: 
6FC44

...then talk to your neighbor about your 
favorite dog or fave thing about FWOC!



Expressions & statements
Statements: instructions to the computer. ;

Expressions: complicated statements.

To find out the meaning of an expression you evaluate it

arithmetic operators!



Expressions Examples
Arithmetic Operators

let treats: number = 5 + 21; 26

let walks: number = treats / 13; 2

Concatenation

let sayToDog: string = “il” + “y”;

Evaluate the expression: sayToDog + walks;

“ily”

Two kinds of  + !

See a string? Catenation.  

“ily2”



Expressions Examples

Arithmetic OPERATORS
+  -   *   /   **   %   

let pawprints = numberOfPaws ** dogExcitednessLevel

let remainingKibble = totalKibble % numberOfDogs



Course Policies

- Collaboration: Yes on general materials, ONLY with a UTA 
on problem sets/worksheets

- Resources: comp110 page, official TypeScript documentation, etc.

- Late/early policy (105% to 100% to 50% to none)

- 50 pts. late policy forgiveness

- Keep office hour interactions focused (15 min)

- 80% mastery 20% preparation/participation/practice



Next Week...
A Surprise Guest Lecturer...



~ Q & A ~
What are 

other classes 
in the CS 

degree like?

CS BS 
versus 
CS BA?

How do I 
know if the 
major could 
be for me?

What is the 
most fun 

thing about 
CS?


